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Name Driver/Dept Reason for nomination State
Justin McMillan Operations I interact with Justin a lot for compliance documents and safety incidents. Justin is always available and 

happy to stop and give time to address safety and compliance concerns. He speaks openly and honestly to 
his drivers and you can tell he cares about their safety.

ACT

Melissa Roxas Customer Service Melissa is always great to work with and super efficient! A very lovely person to work with Clark

Rafaela Garcia Customer Service Very reliable and approachable Clark
Sheena Serrano Customer Service Sheena is an amazing worker and always a joy to talk to. Clark
Ashely Howell National Project I love having Ash around!  Her knowledge across so many different parts of the business is invaluable.  

Knowing that I can call to ask a general questions or a very specific question and will get a straight answer is 
very reassuring.  Certainly an asset to the Projects Team and ANC on the whole!

National

Lucy Macmillan IT Lucy has been great help with a recent integration of new client Zen Space Desks and has done some extra 
mile research to try and help the client save some money. It demonstrates how ANC culture is working and 
client really appreciated it - thank so much Lucy!

National

Ryan Donnolley Safety and 
Compliance

Ryan shows great dedication and an extremely high level of "attention to detail" in everything he does. Ryan 
is very helpful and always happy, he is a pleasure to work and deal with.

National

Steven Magliaro IT Whilst Steven is relatively new into the world of IT & Implementations, having such a great can do attitude 
certainly helps everyone when the going gets tough.  He may not have all the answers (yet) but he will find 
it and come straight back.  All those efforts to get Brosa up and running are much appreciated!

National

Brianna Gater Operations Bri is always working hard and whenever you need help she is there to help ! She is always punctual to work 
and is always there to support her Bunnings Team. Bri is bubbly and dedicated to her job!

NSW

Jess Quealey Operations Shout out to Jess for being so on the ball with the Brosa Trial - knowing that I can pick up the phone to 
query something knowing that Jess will have an answer or update makes working through all the new client 
teething problems that bit easier.  I loved the she has really taken ownership from the AA side to make sure 
it is running smoothly and queries are answered promptly.  Thanks Jess!

NSW

Leon Villes Operations Leon is dedicated to his role and is always there to help Bunnings and Adhoc. Leon has so much knowledge 
across multiple clients and is always looking for the best solution when troubles come up in Bunnings and 
Adhoc!  

NSW

Mark Rice Account 
Management 

Nom 1: Mark is one of the great blokes you would come across in life. He is honest, hard working and loves 
his Broncos. His recent appointment to become a NAM could not be more deserving. Great job on all you 
do, day in, day out, Ricey! 
Nom 2: What an effort from Mark taking on additional work load with National accounts and killing it . Well 
played Ricey 

NSW

Nick Kotevski Operations Nick is a great leader. NSW
Regina Barkmeyer Operations Since starting with ANC Regina has improved so much especially over the last few weeks, she is great at 

dealing with upset customers and is doing really well handling the ADHOC fleet 
NSW

Tione Plowman Operations Nom 1: An excellent addition to the Bunnings & Corp Team. Fitting into The Team has seem to come 
naturally and without effort. Her meticulous attention to detail, relations with her Team, drivers and 
Bunnings & Corp customers are extraordinary. She makes dealing with or resolving any issue, easy. Well 
done Tione, you make our jobs easier and we are indeed proud to have you Team up with us. FYI - in the 
unlikely event of you not winning EOTM, we will make up our very own for you. 
Nom 2: Tione recently requested a driver do a return job and she noticed that he completed the delivery 
quite late, due to having many other jobs. She knew he was fasting for Ramadan and would be tired and 
hungry after a long day. She sent him a quick message to thank him for his effort. That tiny demonstration 
of kindness and appreciation was mentioned by the driver to an ANC employee outside of Operations, 
reflecting his delight that ANC people genuinely care about our contractors. Thank you Tione for living the 
ANC Value of CARE and for showing how a simple 'thanks' makes all the difference! 

NSW
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Name Driver/Dept Reason for nomination State
Anson Nesci Operations Anson is a new starter with ANC and has picked the job up very quickly, very competently, and has fast 

become an extremely valued member of the team. Well done. 
QLD

Derek Simpson Operations Nom 1: Derek has done it tough the last couple of months with the other despatcher off & all the 
dispatching has fallen on his shoulders. He has done a great job getting all the work done & not a complaint 
from him the whole time. Definitely deserves employee of the month.
Nom 2: Derek has really helped us out covering extra work while staff were away. Always kind to talk to and 
nothing ever too much of a problem

QLD

Jamie Knight Account 
Management 

Jamie is constantly challenged at the highest level by National Clients and he tends to manage them with a 
professional manner that is required . Well Done Jamie 

QLD

Jamie Nash Operations Nom 1: Put simply, he's the glue holding this office together. One of the only people I know that could work 
an 7am-9pm shift without complaining and solve almost every issue thrown at him at the same time.
Nom 2: Great communicator , always has the time for the drivers or staff. very easy to deal with.
Nom 3: Jamie is always available to help when implementing new strategies to increase productivity. His 
advice and knowledge helps accomplish results and smoother transitions into new processes. 

QLD

Parminder Mavi Operations Parminder is new to our team but so valuable.  He is great to work with and always so nice and polite. QLD
Robbyn Miller Operations Robbyn manages our Pet Circle warehouse and ensures all deliveries are sorted and out for delivery to the 

best standard possible. Always friendly and shares cute photos of her animals. 
QLD

Robyn Harris Operations Nom 1: One of the most welcoming, supportive and positive people in the company. She's always got her 
head in her work unless she helping someone else. She is an amazing asset and never ceases to surprise me 
:)
Nom 2: Robyn is always responsive to the Vic team when they escalate an issue. Thank you!

QLD

Sandra Rose Operations Sandra is doing amazing at admin and is also always the kindest person to talk to in the office and really 
brightens the vibe. 

QLD

Steve Fahey Account 
Management 

You will not meet a more passionate man than Steve Fahey. He works hard every single day for his clients, 
and has fantastic relationships with all of them. He deals with a challenging terrain in managing the Gold 
Coast, but he does it all with a smile on his face, along with the shirt and tie. Great job Fahey! 

QLD

Warwick Shepherd Operations Always available and helpful when needing to contact him and never disappoints with a funny one liner in 
every conversation. Just a rippa of a bloke.  

QLD

Dave Greer Account 
Management 

Dave Greer is part of the furniture at ANC, and rightly so. He goes above and beyond for all clients, such as 
Blackwoods, BBQs Galore and Bunnings, and maintains great relationships with key stakeholders both 
internally and externally. He is also a pretty handy football coach! ANC would be worse off without Chook 
roaming around our stores in SA. 

SA

Joshua Dickenson Operations Well what can I say... is there nothing that Josh can not do. He is always lending a hand even if it is not in his 
area. A great asset and the sky is the limit for this go getter. Keep it going, SA are lucky to have you!!

SA

Christina Sem Operations Although fairly new to ANC, your attitude with dealing with aggressive & needy customers is simply 
awesome. You know how to calm someone down and achieve the results we as ANC need and require. Your 
positive attitude is second to none and we are very lucky to have you on board as a AA. Thanks Christina

VIC

Dean Blanusa Operations Dean is an amazing leader but I can’t say the same for his ping pong skills :P He has a kind hearted nature 
which he uses when approaching tasks and helping staff. He always makes you feel comfortable in the 
workplace. Thanks for all you do Dean 

VIC



Name Driver/Dept Reason for nomination State
Eddie Kralj Account 

Management 
Nom 1: Eddie is a major asset to the AM and VIC team. He is a STAND up type of individual, who always has 
the client's interests as his main priority. His experience in the Bunnings space is greatly appreciated, and he 
is the sort of guy who is great to have a beer with! Thanks for all you do for ANC, Eddie! 
Nom 2: What an outstanding job Ed does month after month with our biggest client being Bunnings. At 
times I think Ed doesn't get enough recognition with they way he resolves issues . Bravo Ed

VIC

Gunjan Desai Operations Working along side Gunjan is such a pleasure. Gunjan is always going above and beyond to solve any issue 
that arises. He is competent, approachable, an excellent problem solver, hard working and still finds time to 
have a laugh. Gunjan is definitely an asset to the Vic Ops team! 

VIC

Julia Ceniccola Operations Nom 1: Julia is a vital member of the team, always happy to help and constantly recruiting. 
Nom 2: Julia does an amazing job in all her work, we have drivers coming on non-stop 

VIC

Lauren Cank Operations Lauren does a lot of work. She is an all-rounder who is always happy to help out anybody at anytime, and 
she has great knowledge of all accounts! Great work Lauren, thanks for all of your help! :) 

VIC

Matthew Costabile Operations Nom 1: Matt has fitted into out VIC office so well. he is across every single account and is always willing to 
help with whatever I ask of him. thanks for your hard work Matt we greatly appreciate you 
Nom 2: Matt has certainly hit the ground running. Throw an account at him and he will allocate it, without 
hesitation and at short notice! His willingness and enthusiasm is a credit to him, plus Matt is pleasure to 
deal with. he is on exemplary employee. 

VIC

Murtaza Butt Operations Tazz has integrated into the Vic Ops team seamlessly and is such an integral and helpful colleague to work 
along side with. He has adapted to the role perfectly and it is a pleasure to have him on board.  

VIC

Natalie Rozic Operations Natalie is committed to her job and ensuring everything is completed effectively and efficiently, she is an all 
round superstar!

VIC

Paige Richardson Operations Nom 1: Paige has learnt job quite well and always will do her best to complete the work to the best she can! 
She is a great asset to this team! 
Nom 2: Paige comes into the office and tries her best to complete the work to the best of her ability. She is 
happy to constantly stay and help where needed. 

VIC

Rikash Singh Operations Nom 1: Rikash has been under has had his allocation workload increase significantly on the weekends and 
he has handled every new challenge thrown at him with class! He is hardworking, knowledgeable and cool 
in a crisis. Thank you for all your hard work Rikash, you are doing great things and your hard work does not 
go unnoticed! 
Nom 2: Rikash is my weekend super star, there is not a thing he cant do on the weekends. He has a big job 
managing most of it on his own and he does it all with a smile on his face. 
Nom 3: Rikash looks after multiple states on the weekends and always does it with a  smile, even though he 
is stressed. Keep up the great work Rikash! 

VIC

Ryan Carter Operations Nom 1: Ryan has taken on extra work load to cover for holidays and general staff absence and did it with 
little to no fuss. KPI's are outstanding and his go do attitude is a positive for this company. Clients mention 
him as very helpful and ANC are lucky to have you working for them. Thank you for fixing a potential 
disastrous Telstra issue. What you do is very much appreciated.
Nom 2: Ryan always does an amazing job managing his fleet, he steps in to help whenever required. He 
cares about his drivers and that can be seen in the relationships he has with them. Go Ryan 

VIC

Sanyam Gupta Operations Sanyam is always so easy and fun to work with. Really appreciate him! VIC
Shelby Williams Operations Shelby is a fantastic operations supervisor. Shelby puts in an immense amount of effort and she always 

ensures she puts in 110%. Shelby is kind and she is truly an asset to ANC. Thanks for everything you do 
Shelby.

VIC

Alex Tenner Account Manager Nom 1: Wow what an outstanding job Alex has done phasing in the new Bunnings stores into his portfolio. 
Fantastic stuff Alex you Sand groper superstar. 
Nom 2: Alex has recently taken on a larger workload with the increase of stores in WA for Bunnings. The 
state is achieving a fantastic KPI result holistically, and the relationship with both the State Bunnings 
Manager and the Bunnings stores is exemplary. Great job Alex, you have really worked hard and stood up 
when it counts! 

WA



Name Driver/Dept Reason for nomination State
Patrick Armstrong 485 Patrick has been with ANC for a short time and has been in the top NPS performers of the month twice. I 

think this is an achievement worth a nomination.
NSW

Randee Edigo 7260 Randee has been with us in the BBQ/ADHOC space with 6 weeks now, he never complains, does the job & 
always will to go the extra mile to ensure the job/s are completed successfully.

NSW

Sami Nahlous 5002 Sami is a great driver - he is always on time and goes above and beyond to ensure customers receive their 
deliveries - he is a great asset to our NSW Ikea Fleet

NSW

Ralph Butters 63 Ralph is always a joy to work with and goes out of his way to help us fix any issues that arise in the day. An 
exceptional hard worker.

QLD

Steven Cooper 239 Steven has had nothing but fantastic feedback from stores in the Ipswich area. They all say that he goes 
above and beyond, and nothing is ever too hard for him. He always has a smile on his face, and they 
appreciate all the work he does when delivering to their customers. Well done Steve! 

QLD

Alan Pendleton 35 Alan is a long serving delivery professional for ANC. His commitment to this company is second to none. 
When asked to go above and beyond for ANC and clients there is no hesitation from Alan. 

SA

Greg Scholz 28 Gets the job done everyday. Shows the young ones how it is done SA
Hardeep Singh 181 Reliable, Great Customer Service and overall good worker. SA
Richard Buvka 39 Big Rich has stepped into the Pet Circle family in the last month and has done a great job. He takes his job 

extremely seriously and always completes all the jobs that are allocated to him. 
SA

Lord Zerom 3764 Lord received some very positive feedback from one of his customers, who said Lord was quick, friendly and 
very helpful! Lord always ensures his deliveries are done to a high standard and his customer service is 
second to none! Keep up the great work Lord! 

VIC

Bernie Wheeler 210 Since we took on all the Bunnings stores the drivers have been asked to help out more than normal. Bernie 
always said yes and with a smile no matter what time of day. An absolute legend of a bloke and a great 
team man at ANC!!

WA

ANC Delivery Professionals


